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Permian Crude Takeaway
As new pipelines come online, takeaway out of the Permian Basin should be adequate
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Private Equity’s Role in the Midstream Space
Private equity backed midstream companies play a crucial role in the development of midstream assets
• Tudor Pickering projects that producers will continue to experience bottlenecks related to short-haul gathering and
compression delays, especially in the Delaware Basin
• Oryx Midstream is extremely nimble and laser focused on execution
– Oryx will share risk with producer and is motivated to build midstream assets to keep up with the production
– Oryx’s entire company focus will be on the Delaware Basin
– Producer will have direct contact with senior management team and decision maker
• Producer will have surety of flow and speed to market on Oryx designed and operated systems
– Producer will have more control over field gathering and not be waiting on connections
– The assets will be brand new, increasing reliability and limiting fuel usage and line loss
– Producer will have multiple connection options to create competition and increase operational reliability
• New gathering systems are crucial to provide producers reasonably priced routes to pipeline hubs and avoid costly long
distance truck journeys
– Dual connect option creates competitive environment among marketers/takeaway pipelines to increase netback for
producer
– Less loss when oil is on pipe versus truck
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Oryx Midstream Services LLC
Oryx is a Midland based company solely focused on the Permian Basin
Oryx Overview

Oryx Asset Map

• Corporate Overview
– Founded: January 2014
– Headquarters: Midland, Texas
• $300 million initial capital commitment; additional capital
available as needed
• Ownership
– Quantum Energy Partners: 40%
– Post Oak Energy Capital: 30%
– Management & Midland Based Private Investors: 20%
– Wells Fargo: 10%
• Strategy
– Originated by Midland based investor and operator group
– Company is based in Midland and will operate entirely within
the Permian Basin
– Focused on field gathering; ability to execute is top priority
– Solutions will provide flexibility for producer to deliver to
multiple pipes
– Long-term vision for Permian Basin operations
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Midway Gathering System
Oryx commissioned Phase I of its northern Delaware project in June 2014; will commence construction on Phase II in early 2015
Oryx Midway System Overview

Midway Gathering System Map

• Project will provide oil and gas gathering services to producers in
the northern Delaware Basin
• Gathering system is supported by ~75,000 leased acre dedication
from three producers initially focused on Bone Springs
development in the area; potential for multiple zones
• Asset Overview
– Phase I (Currently Operating) - Natural gas gathering services
to support initial development efforts in Lea County, New
Mexico (16 miles of 10” and 1 mile of 6” poly gas line); ready
to accept gas on greenfield system within 90 days of contract
execution
– Phase II (Early 2015 construction) - construction of
incremental crude and gas gathering, compression and
transportation infrastructure in Lea County, New Mexico (app.
150 miles of 4” to 12” oil and gas gathering lines)
– Current interconnect to Targa for gas processing
– Crude oil gathering system will initially provide interconnects
to Plains (Vacuum Station) and Enterprise (Hobbs Station)
with future interconnect at Lynch Station
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Southern Delaware Oil Gathering System
Oryx plans to commence construction on an oil gathering system in the southern Delaware Basin in early 2015
Oryx Southern Delaware System Overview

Southern Delaware Gathering System Map

• Project will provide oil gathering services to producers in the
southern Delaware Basin
• Oryx was awarded an RFP to provide oil gathering services to
three producers which would include a dedication of
approximately 120,000 leased acres
• Asset Overview
– Low pressure oil gathering system which will provide tank
battery gathering services with delivery to a central collection
point (approximately 170 miles of 6” laterals and 12” central
trunk lines)
– Central collection and storage facilities with ability to deliver
to Advantage pipeline (approximately 120,000 bbls of
storage)
– System will also include an oil pipeline to provide an
additional delivery point to the Wink transportation hub
(approximately 35 miles; final pipe size to be determined by
additional customer interest)
– Initial gathering system operations scheduled for 3Q2015
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Delaware Basin – Current Activity Levels
Horizontal rig count is at 178 (133 by top 16 operators); Delaware Basin permitting has accelerated
Horizontal Rig Count - Top 16 Operators (2013 to Present)

Delaware Basin Horizontal Permits by County and Formation

Source: Bentek Energy, IHS and Wells Fargo Securities, LLC; Wells Fargo’s Equity Research “E&P: Delaware Basin Deep Dive”
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Delaware Basin – Total Production (2005 – Present) and Forecast
Delaware Basin volumes are expected to grow 40% by the end of 2017 which Oryx believes is conservative

• It is still early but learning curve is well under way and several producers are moving from delineation to development
• For reference, the most recent (August 2014) crude production figure of about 581 MBbl/d compares to about 386 MBbl/d at the start of 2013
– August crude volumes were up 35% year-over-year

• The most recent (August 2014) gas production figure of about 1.9 Bcf/d compares to about 1.5 Bcf/d at the start of 2013

Source: Bentek Energy and Wells Fargo Securities, LLC; Wells Fargo’s Equity Research “E&P: Delaware Basin Deep Dive”
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Delaware Basin Production Forecast
Delaware Basin oil production is estimated to double over the next 10 years

Source: ITG IR, raw data from didesktop
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US Condensate Production is Prolific
Favorable Delaware Basin economics support continued growth of high API crude production
• The engines of condensate growth are the Eagle Ford and
Permian Basins
• Research indicates that condensate production will reach 1.6
Mbbl/d by 2018
– These numbers are estimates and likely to be conservative
due to surging tight oil production from horizontal drilling in
the Permian Basin. Oryx expects production to exceed early
estimates
• While the production forecast continues to be robust, the market
for this light hydrocarbon is limited – which could result in
discounts of up to $20 / bbl versus LLS
• Light crude and condensate production is forecast to exceed
refiner ability to process in the 2017-2018 timeframe
• The disposition and price impact of condensate surpluses are
some of the most important issues in the crude oil and petroleum
markets today and will continue to be for the next few years
• Condensate surplus presents the industry with meaningful
challenges

Source: RBN Energy

Estimated U.S. Condensate Production
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Southern Delaware New Well Completions
2011 completions totaled 240 wells, cumulative wells YTD 2014 1,550; 2011-2014 CAGR of 29%
New Completions 2011

New Completions 2011 - 2014

Oil Prone Area
(3.5MM Acres)

Gas Prone Area
(2.5MM Acres)

Drilling activity is trending west to the condensate
prone area of the Delaware Basin
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The Day of Reckoning
Lessons from the Eagle Ford – What happens when refineries run out of processing capacity to handle domestic condensate?
• Historically U.S. condensates have been a tiny sliver of that market,
usually blended into crude
– There is way too much to be absorbed into the traditional crude
blending markets
• Blending has served as a short term solution, but with condensate
production growth outpacing conventional growth in the region, a
“blend wall” will be exposed which will further exacerbate the
discount
• The “blend wall” seems to be approaching in the Delaware Basin as
we believe that the average gravity of the crude at Wink, Texas, is
approximately 44
– This is evidenced by Longhorn recently raising their spec from 42 44
• Gulf Coast refineries are not configured to process large quantities
of condensate because it can overwhelm their downstream
upgrading capacity
• The more condensate refiners take on, the greater discount they will
try to build into the price
• When the blending market disappears, producers could see
discounts for their condensates of up to $20 / bbl
• The chart illustrates Plains Eagle Ford condensate prices tracked
against Eagle Ford crude (API–40–44.9) in 2012. The average
posted condensate to crude discount in 2012 was close to $17 / bbl.

Source: RBN Energy

Plains Eagle Ford Condensate versus Eagle Ford Crude Prices (2012)
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Condensate Markets
There are three principal markets for condensate
• Refining and Petrochemical Feedstocks
– While price advantaged from a refining standpoint, condensate quality creates challenges for domestic refiners as it yields lower value
products than heavier crudes
– Blending with heavy crude has enabled many refiners to optimize their crude slates however, the growth in condensate production will
outpace traditional sources, exposing a “blend wall”
– The influx of ethane production has provided the petrochemicals market a more economic feedstock than provided by condensate
• Canadian Diluent
– One of the only markets with growing demand for condensate range material is diluent to dilute heavy Canadian bitumen crude so that it can
flow in pipelines and some railcars
– The diluent market can be a good market but it requires shipment to Canada and plant condensate is preferred over field condensate
– While there is demand for field condensates in Canada, it is not enough to soak up U.S. surplus
• Export Markets
– Recent BIS ruling related to condensate export presents most favorable option for condensate producers
– Asian markets have existing and growing appetite for condensate for use as feedstock in both refining and petrochemical processes
– Current Permian infrastructure specifications will not support transport of segregated condensate to existing Eagle Ford condensate
infrastructure
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Moving Permian Condensate Through the Eagle Ford
Corpus Christi
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Kinder/Magellan

Harvest Pipeline



UP rail connectivity at
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Via Double Eagle



250 Mb/d from Gardendale to
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Via McMullen Terminal or
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UP and BNSF Rail
connectivity

Energy Transfer
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Gardendale  Three Rivers
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Capacity to deliver up to 350
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to North Beach marine
terminal in Corpus through
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Houston







Refinery/Marine Dock
Corpus/Houston refineries



Barge access to St. James via
Corpus



Transported to Houston refineries
and marine docks via Condensate
Tanking



Connectivity to Martin
Midstream’s terminal and barge
dock



Connectivity to Corpus refineries
via Trafigura/Buckeye terminal
and barge dock

Western Canada via St.
James










Connectivity to Flint Hills in
Corpus and marine dock in
Ingleside



Connectivity to Valero Three
Rivers and Corpus Refineries



North Beach terminal can load up
to 400 Mb/d for marine transport










Stabilization/Splitter





Stabilization in Gardendale



Kinder Splitter in Galena
Park



Connectivity to Martin
Midstream’s Splitter



Connectivity to
Trafigura/Buckeye Splitter
in Corpus



Connectivity to Magellan
Splitter in Corpus
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Condensate Solutions
BIS approval for exports is confusing; most experts think industry approval to export condensate is a matter of “when”, not “if”
Item

Commentary

Background

•
•
•

Game Changer

•

•
•
Why all of the Confusion

•
•

BIS Process

•
•

Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS) 1970’s era regulations governing the export of crude oil, define lease condensate as crude oil
Under those BIS regulations, exports of US crude are banned except to Canada or in specific circumstances from Alaska and California unless the
crude or condensate has been “processed through a crude oil distillation tower”
Any crude exports under the regulations require a License to be granted by the BIS
These decades old BIS rules seemed to be set in stone until the end of June 2014 when Enterprise and Pioneer obtained “letters” from the BIS
permitting them to export lease condensate – apparently because their condensate had been subject to satisfactory processing to by-pass the export
ban
Since June, speculation in the industry has focused on exactly what process is required to satisfy the BIS requirements
The implications of the June ruling is that the BIS may have changed or loosened or “redefined” what is meant by “processed through a crude oil
distillation tower” to include a wellhead process called stabilization that is less complex and or expensive than a condensate splitter or a refinery
One reason for all of the misunderstanding around the condensate export approval is the lack of information about exactly what was approved – BIS
did not release the approvals
BIS’ main function is to make sure the US doesn’t export critical technologies to the wrong countries so their protocol is very confidential

•

BIS classifies everything that could possibly be exported and what is either permitted or prohibited
Each item is assigned an Export Control Classification Number (ECCN) which are applicable to all products requiring a license for export – the one for
crude is 1C981
But some products don’t require a license and are assigned the classification EAR99; this is the classification that requests regarding Processed
Condensate are seeking
To export condensate, you don’t need a license from the BIS; you need an EAR99 classification
What few know is how the BIS determined Enterprise and Pioneer cargos passed the EAR99 test; and in this case, standard BIS secrecy is their
friend
The agency will not release the processed condensate criteria except via other individual EAR99 determinations

Enterprise / Pioneer

•
•
•
•

Enterprise and Pioneer received a product classification, not a License to export condensate
Once you get a classification, you can export as much of the product as you wish (no need to reapply for each export)
A License allows the party holding it to export the covered crude and runs with the exporter holding it (not transferable)
The EAR99 just has to make sure their product meets the criteria of the ruling

What is Processing

•
•

The ultimate litmus test as to whether a particular condensate is exportable is whether that condensate has been “processed”; unprocessed
condensates are treated as crude oil and can’t be exported
Lease condensate is processed if it has been through distillation in which: (1) the distillation process results in two significant output fractions (I.e. the
input stream is split into two or more output streams, (2) there is a substantial difference between the input product and the output products, and (3)
the finished product is suitable for non-refinery use

•
•
•

Condensate exporting is not on hold and never has been; It’s just simply going through the BIS application process for approval
Although BIS determination process is private, it’s likely the industry will figure out requirements after several companies are approved
End result is that US producers will likely realize higher prices for condensate in overseas markets where demand is greater than US
15
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•
•

Long Term
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Condensate Solution
When traditional markets don’t support the expected growth profile, producers must find other markets to avoid punitive deductions
• While the industry is developing solutions to address the oversupply of condensate, buying optionality seems to be the best way to profit from
this new onslaught of condensate
• Segregation of condensate and optionality to access multiple markets positions condensate producers to realize optimal netback
• The game changer for condensate is the recent ruling by the BIS that could allow stabilized condensate to receive approval for export
– Asia is a huge global market for condensates
• Asian condensate demand is expected to double by 2016
• Asia/Pacific importers now receive almost all of their condensates from the Mideast Gulf countries and are highly motivated to diversify
their condensate supply source thereby lessen their dependence on Mideast Gulf supplies
– Condensate segregation is extremely important for optionality and increased value
– In May 2014, Far East markets purchased condensate on average for $107.45 / bbl which was $3.73 / bbl more than LLS
– Even accounting for the freight cost of shipping condensate from the U.S. Gulf to the Far East (~$3 / bbl), condensate producers would be
receiving a far better price for their condensate than an oversupplied U.S. market
• Oryx is developing a condensate solution with an objective to provide producer access to all major condensate markets
• The most important tool is to have options

In a dynamic condensate market, the most profitable producers will
be those which have the options to deliver to the appropriate markets
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